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Cell phones have become an addiction. Once you purchase a cell phone and start using it, you
soon realize that it has become old in a few months. Your expectations with your cell phone
increase and you look for a new cell phone with better features. There was a time when mobile
phones were used just for calling but today they are used for everything except calling you friends.
It's not a joke. People use cell phones for surfing internet, they use cell phones for listening songs
and they use cell phones for watching movies. 

		

One of the most interesting features of cell phones is that they are used for chatting and sending
SMS. Friends chat on cell phones for hours. Whenever a new handset is introduced in the market,
young boys and girls sell their cell phones for cash and purchase brand new mobile handset. The
use of cell phones changes according to the age groups of people. Younger people take them for
entertainment, older people to keep in contact with their children and grand children. 

Students love to change their cell phones frequently. Professionals consider their cell phones their
status symbol. Mobile handsets are a perfect gift also. If you want to give a lovely gift to your father
or son on his birthday, give him a cell phone. The decreasing cost and increasing popularity of cell
phones have created a boom in cell phone market. 

The demand of cell phones further increased due to people's ability to sell a cell phone. Every day
millions of new cell phones are being produced by different cell phone companies around the world.
On one hand it is giving employment to millions of people and on the other it is creating
environmental havoc. The cell phones which are getting produced every second give rise to
unmanageable electronic waste. If the production of cell phones at such a fast pace is not tackled, it
will become the biggest problem of future. It doesn't mean that people shouldn't purchase new cell
phones.

By becoming a little bit more responsible they can contribute towards the environment and society.
If every person, who buys new mobile handset, also sell a cell phone that are used and obsolete,
the demand for new cell phones can be regulated. Many online cell phone stores purchase your
used and old mobile handsets and give you a good amount against them. 
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Pace Butler - About Author:
Pacebutler.com purchases your old cell phones and also you can a sell a cell phone which gives
you a handsome amount under schemes as a phones for cash against them. In addition it donates
an educational book to needy person against every old cell phone sold to it.
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